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k-FINITENESS AND k-ADDITIVITY OF MEASURES ON SETS

AND LEFT INVARIANT MEASURES ON DISCRETE GROUPS

THOMAS E. ARMSTRONG1 AND KAREL PRIKRY2

Abstract. For any cardinal k a possibly infinite measure u > 0 on a set X is

strongly non-K-additive if X is partitioned into k or fewer ii-negligible sets. The

measure ¡i is purely non-K-additive if it dominates no nontrivial K-additive measure.

The properties and relationships of these types of measures are examined in

relationship to measurable ideal cardinals and real-valued measurable cardinals.

Any K-finite left invariant measure u on a group G of cardinality larger than k is

strongly non-K-additive. In particular, a-finite left invariant measures on infinite

groups are strongly finitely additive.

In [2], P. Erdös and R. D. Mauldin showed that the only countably additive,

a-finite, left invariant, positive measure on all the subsets of a group G is the trivial

measure. One immediate generalization which suggests itself is that, for an infinite

cardinal k and a group G with card(G) > k, the only «-additive K-finite positive left

invariant measure is the trivial measure. We establish a stronger statement, even

when k = w, that any K-finite positive measure on such a group G is strongly

non-K-additive.

Definition 1. Let A' be a set and let p > 0 be a finitely additive measure on all

subsets of X and let k be a cardinal number.

(i) X, or p, is K-finite iff it is the union of k or fewer sets A with ¡i(A) < oo.

(ii) X is K-negligible and p is strongly non-K-additive iff X is the union of k or

fewer sets A with ¡i(A ) = 0.

(iii) p is K-additive iff whenever [Aa: a E V) is an increasing family of subsets

with card(r) < k then p(U [Aa: a E T}) = sup{ pL4a): a E T}.

(iv) p is purely non-K-additive iff the only K-additive measure it dominates is 0.

Definition 2. A purely non-to-additive measure is called a purely finitely additive

measure. A strongly non-w-additive measure is called a strongly finitely additive

measure. An w-finite measure is a a-finite measure.

Only the trivial measure is both K-additive and purely non-K-additive. Any

strongly non-K-additive measure is purely non-K-additive. If p, and p2 are finitely

additive positive measures ¡ix V lh, defined by

p, V P2(^) = SUP{ MiO4') + lh(A^A'): A' c A]    for A c X,
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is the least finitely additive measure dominating px and p2. If px and p2 are

K-additive, K-finite or strongly non-K-additive so is ft, V p2. If 0 < v < p and p is

K-finite or is strongly non-K-additive so is v. If p(X) < oo, 0 < v < p, and p is

K-additive so is v. If {pa: a G T} is an increasing family of K-additive measures on

X then sup{ pa: a G T} is also a K-additive measure on X.

If ft is an arbitrary measure on X the family of K-additive minorants of p forms

an increasing family whose supremum fiK is the largest K-additive minorant of p.

There is a measure conl such that p = pK + v. This measure is defined by

í/i(¿) - ,V(,4)     ifpK(A)<co,

{ oo ifixK(^) = oo.

Note that we can denote p by p — pK. In general when px > p2 > 0 are measures

ju-j — /x2 is defined in the same manner.

In general, if w > 0 is a measure, /lc. = fiK + w iff wL4.) = (ft — fiK)L4) whenever

pK(A) < oo. The ensemble of such w is nonempty and decreasing for, if wx and w2

are two such measures, their infimum wx /\ w2, defined by

wx A w2(A) = inf{wx(A') + w2(A\A'): A' c A)    for A C A',

again satisfies ft = pK + wx /\ w2. The infimum of the family of w such that

p = pK + w is the smallest such w. When ft is K-finite so is pK. In this case, if

0 < w0 < w is K-additive then pK(A) < oo implies that wQ(A) = 0 so w0 is a

K-additive strongly non-K-additive measure, hence is 0. Thus, w is purely non-K-ad-

ditive.

Definition 3. If p > 0 is a measure on A' its K-additive part is the largest

K-additive minorant pK. Up is K-finite the smallest measure, pnK, such that ju = pK +

junit is called the purely non-K-additive part of ft.

A K-finite measure p is purely non-K-additive iff p = pnK. In general there are

purely non-K-additive measures which are not strongly non-K-additive. They are

closely tied together in the K-finite case by this lemma.

Lemma 1. A K-finite (o-finite) measure ft > 0 on X is purely non-K-additive iff it is

the sum o/k(w) or fewer strongly non-K-additive measures.

Proof. Let ¡i > 0 be a finite purely non-K-additive measure on X. If p =£ 0 there

is a disjoint family {Ex: X G A} with card(A) < k such that 2{ p(Ex): X G A) <

p(\J{Ex:XG A}). Let jua(7í) = ft(7i n Ex) for X G A and let

px(E) = p(E n U {Ex: X G A}) - 2 { Hx(EY- * €E A}    for £ c A\

We have 0 < ft1 < p, p\X) > 0, n\Ex) =0 for X G A and ^(A- \ (J{EX: X G A})
= 0. Thus, px is strongly non-K-additive. If ¡xx = ju, — px then ju,, is purely

non-K-additive. If px(X) > 0 there is a strongly non-K-additive p2 > 0 with rt2(Ar)

> 0 and ju2 < ft,. We may continue by transfinite induction defining, for ordinals

a, na+x as a nonzero strongly non-K-additive measure less than ft — 2^<afta = fta

where ft" is defined to be 0 if a is a limit ordinal. This process only terminates if

fta+1 = 0 which occurs at some countable ordinal a. Thus, ft = 2^<aft" is the sum

of at most w strongly non-K-additive measures.
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Suppose that p is K-finite. There is a partition {Aa: a ET) of X with ¡i(Aa) < oo

if «er with card(r) < k. Let pa(E) = p(F n Aa) for E c X and let p'(F) =

1.{pa(E): a E T). Since each pa is the sum of countably many strongly non-K-addi-

tive measures p' is the sum of at most k strongly non-K-additive measures. Let

/x" = p — p'. Since n"(Aa) = 0 for all a it is strongly non-K-additive. Since ¡1 = 11'

+ p", p is the sum of at most k strongly non-K-additive measures.

Conversely, we wish to show that if p is the K-finite sum of k or fewer strongly

non-K-additive measures (py: y E T] then p is purely non-K-additive. Let [Ex:

X E A} be a disjoint partition of X with card(A) < k and with ¡i(Ex) < 00 if X E A.

Suppose that 0 < v < p with v K-additive. For X E A define ¡ix(E) = p(F n Ex)

and vx(E) = v(E n Ex) for £ c I. By K-additivity of v each vx is K-additive and

v = ~2{t>x: X E A}. If vx = 0 for all X then v = 0 which will establish the proposi-

tion. Thus, by passage to the finite pA it is possible to assume, as we shall, that

fi(X) < 00. Since (i(X) < 00 there is a countable sequence (p,: i E w} c {py:

y E T} such that p = 2,6ti)p,. For n E w the partial sum p" = 2"_,p(. is strongly

non-K-additive and p" ^ ß in total variation norm. Since v = v A p we have

v = lim„_J,00i' A p" in total variation. Each v /\ p" is strongly non-K-additive so

there is a net [Av: it E IT} of sets, decreasing to 0 with card(IT) < k and with

(v A p"X4r) = (" A Pn)(X) for tt E IT. Since K^) > (" A p"X4,) for all tt and
since r(A)|0 along II, (v A p")LY) = 0. Thus, v(X) = lim^J,' A p")(X) = 0

which establishes the lemma for K-finite measures,   fj

To establish our main results we shall need a proposition due to Ulam.

Definition 4. An ideal 7 of subsets of a set X is K-additive, for a cardinal k, iff

whenever a subset F of I contains fewer than k sets then (J F E I.

One instance of this definition is the ideal, N^, of negligible sets for a measure p.

When p is K-additive then N is k +-additive. (k+ is the cardinal succeeding k.)

Definition 5. Let p be a cardinal number and let 7 be an ideal. 7 is p-saturated

iff whenever F c <&(X)\ I consists of disjoint sets then card(F) < p.

Proposition 2 (Ulam [7]). Let X be a set with card(A^) = k+ for some k. No

proper k + -additive ideal on X which contains singletons is k + -saturated.

Solovay [6] contains more recent results concerning saturated ideals.

Proposition 3. Let card(A') = k+ for some k and let p > 0 be a K-finite measure

on X such that p({x}) = 0 for all x E X. p is then strongly non-K-additive.

Proof. Let 7 denote the k + additive ideal of subsets of X which are K-negligible

under p, i.e. all unions of k or fewer K-negligible sets. 7 contains all singletons. Let

us show that 7 is k+-saturated. By Proposition 2 this will imply that 7 is improper

hence must contain X, hence will establish the proposition. Let 2- denote a

partition of X into at most K-sets of finite p-measure. Let 5" c <$(X)\ I. Any

Q E S meets at most countably many members of ^ in a set of strictly positive

p-measure. If F E ^ has ¡i(F n Q) = 0 for Q E 2- then F E I which is impossi-

ble. Since each F meets some Q E 2 in a set which is not p-negligible we may

deduce that cardC¿F) < w • card(2) < k + . Thus, 7 is k """-saturated.    □
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Corollary 3.1. For any cardinal k any K-finite strongly (purely) non-k + -additive

measure k > 0 on a set X is strongly (purely) non-K-additive.

Proof. Let ft > 0 be a K-finite strongly non-k+-additive measure on X. Let {Xx:

À G A} c N partition X with card(A) < k+ be such that there is a partition 2 of

A with card(2) < k with fi(U {Xx: X G Q}) < oo for each Q G 2. If card(A) < k,

ft is immediately strongly non-K-additive. Otherwise card(A) = k + . Define the

measure v on A by v(A) = ft(U {Xx: X G A}) for all A c X. It is immediate that

i>({X}) = 0 for X G A and, due to the existence of 2-, v is K-finite. Proposition 3

implies that v, hence p, is strongly non-K-additive.

Now let ft > 0 be a K-finite purely non-k+-additive measure on X. Let {Xx:

À G A} be a partition of X with card(A) < k and with p(Xx) < oo for À G A. Set

ftA(7i) = ft(7i n Xx) if X G A and let ft' = 2{ px: X G A}. Each ftx is purely

non-K"""-additive. By Lemma 1, ftA is the sum of at most co strongly non-k +-additive

measures each of which, by the preceding paragraph, is strongly non-K-additive.

Since ft — ft' is strongly non-K-additive ft is the sum of at most w • k + 1 = k

strongly non-K-additive measures, hence is purely non-K-additive.   □

For any measure ft there is a least cardinal À for which ft is X-finite, strongly

non-X-additive, or purely non-X-additive as long as there is one such X. There exists

a X for which ft is strongly or purely non-X-additive iff ft is diffuse in that it

annihilates all singletons. Corollary 3.1 may be strengthened to say that if ft is

strongly (purely) non-K-additive and is X-finite for some X greater than or equal to

the largest limit cardinal preceding k then ft is strongly (purely) non-X-additive.

Xs(p) (Xpd*)) will denote the first cardinal X for which the diffuse measure ft is

strongly (purely) non-X-additive. Thus, Xp( ft) < X,( ft) are both limit cardinals. The

statements XJ(fi) = N0 and X^fi) = N0 denote strong and pure finite additivity of ft.

X^fi) is the minimum cardinality of a partition of the underlying point set into

ft-negligible sets.

The definition of an Ulam real-valued measurable cardinal (URVM) is a cardinal

k > X0 whose point set admits a diffuse countable additive probability measure. A

cardinal k > N0 is real-valued measurable (RVM) if it admits a diffuse probability

measure which is X-additive for all X < k. Thus, RVM's are URVM's and cardinals

larger than the first URVM are URVM [5], [6].

If k is an RVM and ft is the diffuse probability associated with k then

Xp(ft) = Xs(p) = k. If {k„: n G u} are RVM's with associated diffuse probabilities

{ft,: « G to} let k = 2„ewK„ be a disjoint sum and let p = 2neJ2~"~1pn. The

measure ft on k is a diffuse probability since ft > 2~"pn for all n so Xp(p) >

supnXp(pn) = k. One also has X5(ft) = k. This construction shows that, for a diffuse

measure ft, Ap(ft) may be N0 or the sum of countably many RVM's. These are the

only possibilities.

Proposition 4. If p is a diffuse probability measure either Xp( ft) is N0 or the sum of

countably many RVM's.

Proof. We may assume that Xp(ft) > H0. Set Xq = N0. If the cardinal Xa < Xp(p)

has been defined for the ordinal a let fta be the largest Xa-additive minorant of ft. If
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p„ = 0 let X..+, = X„. We have pQ =£ 0 iff Xa < \(\i). In this case set Xa+1 equal to

the first cardinal such that pa is not Xa+1-additive. Thus, Xa < Xa+1 < Ap(p) and

pa + 1 < pa in this case. Furthermore pa — pa+1 is a nontrivial purely non-Xa+1-ad-

ditive measure X-additive for X < Xtt+1. By Lemma 1, there is a nontrivial strongly

non-Xa +,-additive v < pa — pa+, which must be X-additive for X < Xa+,. Thus Xa+,

is an RVM. If a is a limit ordinal set Xa = sup/3<aX(8. The sequence (|| pa||: a an

ordinal with pA =£ 0} is strictly decreasing, hence is countable. If a0 is the first

ordinal with || p„J| = || pao+1|| then p„o = 0 and X„o = X^p). If a0 is a successor

ordinal Xp( p) is a RVM; otherwise Xp( p) is a countable sum of RVM's.    □

To extend Proposition 4 to K-finite measures the notion of semifiniteness of

measures is needed. A measure p is said to be semifinite if whenever ¡i(A) > 0 there

is an A' c A with 0 < n(A') < oo. The measure p is said to be strongly semifinite iff

n(A) = sup{p(/4'): A' G A, ¡i(A') < oo}. The measure p is said to be purely

nonsemifinite iff the only semifinite measure it dominates is 0. For any measure p

define ¡ix(A) to be sup{ ¡i(A'): A' c A, v(A') < oo}. Thus, p, is the largest strongly

semifinite measure dominated by p and ¡xx(A) = ¡i(A) if pL4) < oo. Define ßx(A)

to be 0 when ¡i(A) < oo and to be oo otherwise. We have ßx + nl = p.. The

measure p1 is the largest purely nonsemifinite measure dominated by p. If J is any

ideal then Hj(A) = oo(l — Xj(A)) is a purely nonsemifinite measure and all such

measures arise in this fashion. Any K-finite K-additive measure is strongly semi-

finite. There is a K-finite purely nonsemifinite measure which is X-additive for a

X < k iff there is a proper X-additive ideal on k containing all singletons.

Corollary 4.1.

(a) If p is a K-finite diffuse measure either N0 < Xp( p) < k or Xp( p) is the sum of k

or fewer RVM's.

(b) If the measure p in (a) is semifinite X^/p) is either N0 or the sum of k or fewer

RVM's.

(c) If p is a a-finite diffuse measure then Xp( p) is either N0 or the countable sum of

RVM's.

(d) The first URVM (if it exists) is the first RVM.

Proof, (a) and (b). Partition the underlying point set X into k or fewer sets {Aa:

a E Tx u T2 u T3} so that when pa = pl^ then pa is finite, so that ¡ia ¥= 0 for

a E T, u r2, so that \(¡ia) = N0 if a E Tx, so that \(iia) is the countable sum of

RVM's for a E T2, and so that there is no subset A of U{Aa: a E T3} with

0 < fi(A) < oo. Let ^0 = '2[¡ia: a E Tx u T2} and let p° = p — p0 in the usual

manner. We have Xp(n°) < card(r3) < k, X^Pq) = supfX^p,,): a E Tx u T2} and

we have \(ß) = ^(p0) V \(ih>)- When T2 = 0, Xp(ui)) = N0. If T2 * 0, Xp(N) is

the sum of k or fewer RVM's. This suffices to establish (a). The measure p is

semifinite iff T3 = 0 in which case (b) follows.

(c) is immediate from (a).

(d) The first URVM, k,, is not larger than the first RVM, k2. If k, exists let p be a

diffuse countable additive probability on k,. We have k, > Xp(p) > K0. From (c) it

follows that Ap(p) > k2 so k, > k2.    □
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Remark, (d) of Corollary 4.1 is well known.

A measurable ideal cardinal (MIC) k > N0 is one such that the point set k admits

a diffuse probability ft with N a K-additive ideal. Any RVM is an MIC. For the

measure ft we have X^fi) = k with Xp(ft) = k iff k is an MIC. If {k„: n G w] is a

countable collection of MIC's with k as the disjoint sum one can construct a diffuse

probability ft on k with X;( ft) = k. For finite measures ft, Xs( p) can be H0, an MIC

or a countable sum of MIC's. These are the only possibilities.

Proposition 5. If p is a finite diffuse measure then Xs must either be N0, an MIC

or a countable sum of MlCs.

Proof. We may assume that X^fi) > N0. Let X, be the least cardinal so that

there is a set Ax G N admitting a partition by X, sets in 91 . Let ft, = p\Ax. That

91 is X,-additive is immediate as is the fact that Xi(ft,) = X,. One is able to induce,

via ft,, a diffuse probability u, on X, for which Nv is X.-additive. Thus, X, is an

MIC. Mimicking the construction of Ax, X,, and ft, one may construct a finite or

countable partition {An} of the underlying point set X and a corresponding

sequence {X„} of MIC's so that An G N but An is the sum of X„ sets in N and so

that if ft, - p\An then Xs(p„) = X„ for all n. Since ft > 2p„, Xs(p) > 2Xs(p„) = 2X„.

Since An is partitioned into X„ sets in N , Xs(p) < 2X„. Thus, Xs(p) = 2X„ which

establishes the proposition.    □

Corollary 5.1. (a) If p is a K-finite diffuse measure then \(p) is either between

N0 and k or is the sum of k or fewer MIC's.

(b) If p is a semifinite measure as in (a) Xs( ft) is either N0 or the sum of k or fewer

MIC's.

(c) If p is a o-finite diffuse measure Xs( p) is either H0 or the sum of N0 or fewer

MIC's.

(d) If X is an infinite set whose cardinal is less than the first MIC any semifinite

diffuse measure on X is strongly finitely additive.

(e) If the first MIC is less than the first RVM there is a diffuse probability measure

with*0 = \(p)<\(p).

Proof, (a), (b), (c) have proofs analogous to the proofs of 4.1 (a), (b), and (c).

(d) If k is the cardinality of X and ft is diffuse then Xs(p) < k. (b) and the

hypothesis on k ensure that Xs( p) = N0.

(e) Let k be the first MIC and let ft be the diffuse probability associated with k as

an MIC. We have X,(fi) = k but since k is less than the first RVM 4.1 (c) implies

that y ft)- K0.

We now restrict our attention to measures on a discrete group G. An S c 9(G)

is said to be left invariant iff F G S and g G G implies that gF = {gf: f G F) G

S.

Proposition 6.  Let  G be a group with card(G) > k.   There are no proper

k + -additive, k+-saturated left invariant ideals in ty (G).
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Proof. Select a subgroup G0 of G with cardinal k +. Let the right cosets of G0 be

{G0ha: a E T] where 77 = [ha: a E T) is a set of coset representatives. The family

G° = {gH: g E G0} partitions G into k+ sets. If 7 is a k+-saturated ideal then

g077 E 7 for some g0 E C70. If 7 is left invariant as well then g77 E 7 for all g E G0.

If 7 is k +-additive as well let 70 denote the ideal of subsets A of G0 so that AH E I.

The ideal 70 is k +-saturated, k+-additive and contains singletons; Proposition 2

shows that 70 is improper, hence that 7 is improper,    fj

Proposition 6 is a generalization of the main result of [2]. The proof is essentially

the same. Proposition 7 provides a closer generalization of their result.

A measure p on G is left invariant iff p(gA) = fi(A) for all g E G and A c G.

When p is a left invariant probability on G it is called an invariant mean [3].

Sometimes when invariant means do not exist a-finite left invariant measures serve

as an adequate substitute. If p is any left invariant measure then N is left invariant

as is {A : fi(A) < oo} and the X-additive closures of these ideals for any cardinal X.

Thus, a weaker notion than left invariance for a measure p is that the sets

X-negligible for p or the sets X-finite for p be left invariant. A measure p for which

the X-negligible sets are left invariant will be said to be X-weakly left invariant.

Intermediate to X-weakly left invariant and left invariant is the notion of quasi-

left-invariance arising in topological dynamics and paraphrased here. The measure

p is quasi-left-invariant iff each ¡xg for g E G is mutually absolutely continuous with

respect to p. Here ¡ig(A) = ¡i(gA) for all A c G and absolute continuity is in the

sense of Bochner and Phillips [1].

Proposition 7. Let G be a group with card(G) larger than the infinite cardinal k.

Any K-additive K-weakly ¡eft invariant measure p on G is strongly non-K-additive.

Proof. Since p is K-finite and card(G) > k, p({g}) = 0 for some g E G. Thus

{g) is in the ideal 7 of K-negligible sets. By assumption 7 is left invariant so

contains all singletons. As in Propostion 3, 7 is k+-additive and k+-saturated. By

Proposition 6, 7 is improper which establishes the proposition.   □

Corollary 7.1. An invariant mean p on an infinite group G is strongly finitely

additive.

Proof. If card(G) > N0 this is a special case of Proposition 7. If card(G) = N0

an invariant mean p is diffuse so Xs( p) = N0.

Proposition 8. Let p be a semifinite, K-finite K-weakly left invariant measure on a

group G with card(G) > k. When k is less than the first RVM (MIC) p is purely

finitely additive (strongly finitely additive).

Proof. K-finiteness of p and card(G) > k ensures that p is diffuse. By Proposi-

tion 7, Xpdi) < Xj(p) < k. That p is purely (strongly) finitely additive follows from

the hypothesis by 4.1 (b) (5.1 (b)).   □

Remark. We have dealt in this paper only with real or extended real-valued

measures. RVM's, URVM's and MIC's arise naturally. Restricting attention to

(0, l}-valued measures would bring measurable cardinals into play. A cardinal k is
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measurable if its point set admits a diffuse {0, l}-valued, non-K-additive measure

which is X-additive if X is a cardinal less than k. These cardinals are very large,

being inaccessible, in fact, even an inaccessible limit of inaccessible cardinals. Any

MIC larger than the continuum must be measurable [5]. Solovay [6] shows that if

the existence of measurable cardinals is consistent so is the existence of MIC's and

conversely. Solovay [6] shows that it is consistent that RVM's exist yet no

measurable cardinals exist. Baumgartner, in unpublished notes, shows that if it is

consistent that MIC's exist then it is consistent that they exist yet no RVM's exist.
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